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ELITE

Introducing ...

Handsfree Talkaround - this truly changes everything
IWCE 2018 Florida marks the release of the Handsfree series Elite X10DR. The newest X10DR release uniquely now*
features the capability for up to three handsets to operate simultaneously from a single gateway connected to your host
mobile radio. That’s quite a breakthru but...
X10DR Elite can now also be factory ordered with user selectable, full duplex, handsfree talkaround capability!
This Wireless Pacific’s latest technology breakthru is set to revolutionize on-site communications for every two way
radio equipped vehicle which carries two or more personnel to their tasks at hand.

- Two Police officers responding to a crime scene will be able to in real time communicate every
nuance of their surroundings to their partner, totally handsfree, whether jumping a fence, apprehending
a suspect or engaging in return fire. Now that’s backup.
- Three paramedics fighting to save a driver and passengers lives at a horror auto accident can now
use both hands to do what needs to be done, while communicating constantly with their partners.
- A fire appliance’s crew of five can arrive on-scene and immediately start securing the area, rolling
out and connecting hoses, starting pumps, manning the hoses and fighting the fire, while seamlessly
communicating to their fellow crew, all totally hands free - even in the noisiest of environments.
- Electrical Utility workers up in a “bucket”will be free to use both hands with safety while communicating
critical information with their groundman or an adjacent lineman even in the stormiest of tempest.
In fact, every X10DR Elite multi handset user with handsfree operation, can now significantly benefit from having their
own totally license free, private and exclusive#, AES secure, local talkaround channel, where they can effortlessly
communicate amongst themselves - totally handsfree - while still being able to listen to all traffic on their vehicle’s
mobile radio and can respond with the press of the handset’s PTT button. To borrow a well worn adage....this changes
everything! Now think what your team could do with it....
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